Abstract. Let u be a subharmonic function of order X (0 < X < 1), and let ms(.r, u) = {(1/2ot)/1" \u(rew)\s d9Y's. We compare the growth of ms(r, u) with that of the Riesz mass of « as measured by N(r, u) = (1/27T) ri"w(re") dO. A typical result of this paper states that the following inequality is sharp:
Introduction. Let / be a meromorphic function of finite order A and let log M(r,f), T(r,f), N(r, 0), N(r, oo) be the basic functionals in Nevanlinna theory associated with /. The problems of finding sharp asymptotic inequalities for ratios of these functionals originated and were investigated by Valiron [14] , Polya, Nevanlinna and others.
Recently, Miles and Shea [10, p. 377] used Fourier series techniques to obtain sharp bounds for an L2 version of these problems. They used their result to get the best bounds yet in the L, case-very close to the conjectured sharp bound for this still open problem due to Nevanlinna [11, p. 54] . When the order of/is less than one the Nevanlinna problem was completely solved by Edrei and Fuchs [5] and for entire functions of any finite order with zeroes on a ray by Hellerstein and Williamson [8] .
In this paper we consider an Ls (1 < s < oo) version of these problems: Let a be a subharmonic function in the plane. Put mÁr'u) = {¿ /\Hrei9)\sde) '> M iV(r,«) = ¿ £ u(rei0)dd (2) and consider the following limJoUP JnrTU) (1 < S < °°> (4) where u is a subharmonic function whose Riesz mass is distributed along a ray and whose order is finite. By combining the methods of Edrei and Fuchs and Miles and Shea, I have obtained a complete solution of Problem 1 for subharmonic functions of order less than one, and for a class of A-subharmonic functions of order less than one. I have also obtained a complete solution of Problem 2. For functions of order greater than one, Problem 1 remains unsolved.
In concluding this introduction, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Professor Albert Edrei; most of the ideas in this paper were developed while I was a student under his guidance. I am also grateful to the referee for various suggestions and comments to improve this paper. (This double use of the letter /x should not give rise to any confusion.) Although T(r) as defined by (1.3) is not unique, it is an easy matter to obtain a unique characteristic for the function w. Indeed, all that is needed is to be able to construct subharmonic functions u and v such that their Riesz masses are respectively equal to the positive and negative parts of the Riesz mass of w and then define the characteristic from this special represen-
From now on we shall assume that this has been done. Thus under consideration is a (5-subharmonic) function w = u -v where, (i) u and v are subharmonic in the plane and harmonic in a neighbourhood of the origin with w(0) = 0;
(ii) the Riesz mass /¿ of u equals the positive part of the Riesz mass of w, and the Riesz mass v of v equals the negative part of the Riesz mass of w;
(iii) the order X of w is finite and nonintegral. We denote by fy the class of all functions w satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii).
For w E ^D, define am by
for z near 0.
Since the order X of w is finite, we may then write
•/\a\<oo -L \og\E(z/a,q)\dv(a); The properties (a), (b) and (c) show that T(r) gives a great deal of information about the function w and lead naturally to the consideration of functions w of finite order defined by (1.4) .
In order to state our results we use the notation fa(0) = nX csc trX cos(A0); then we have Theorem I. Let w G ^ be subharmonic of order X (0 < X < 1); then
This inequality is sharp.
Theorem 2. Let w E ty be subharmonic. If the Riesz mass of w is distributed along a ray and if its order X is nonintegral, then ms(r, u) hmsup Ni, u\ > m^¿ (1 < -s < oo).
(1.8)
Theorems 1 and 2 both hold true when w and \px are replaced by w+ and \¡/x respectively. Also, both theorems hold true for w E 6Ù, (0 < X < 1) satisfying the condition N (r, u) = TV (r, v); the result corresponding to Theorem 2 requiring the additional assumption that the masses /i and v be distributed along the negative and positive x-axes respectively. Since the condition N(r, u) = N(r, v) is somewhat artificial we omit the proofs.
For a general A-subharmonic function the following result will follow easily from theorems of Hardy and Littlewood [7] : We point out that the proof of Theorem 2 carries over to higher dimensions provided that appropriate restrictions are put on the index s. For example, if u is subharmonic in Rm where m = 3 or 4, then an analogue of Theorem 2 may be obtained for the range 1 < s < 2. From (2.2) and (2.3) one easily obtains [10] MOI < *(0. r «fut*» ¿* < f* *(*(*)) «k.
(b) g*(0) < /i*(0) (0 < 0 < tt).
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The existence of the function A(t) and the sequence r" is Theorem 16 of [9, p. 35]. The proof of (c) is given in [1] . We add here that, since w is harmonic in a neighborhood of the origin (property (i) of the class fy), N(t) = N(t, u) + N(t, v) vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin, and so, we may and do take A(t) to be vanishing in the same neighborhood of the origin. for any measurable set E (c [ -it, tt]) and any s (1 < s < oo).
It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that Theorem 1 will be established if we show that and^( <P+) < »iWÔ (1*1) < w,(M). Since the function log|l + re'9/|a|| is an even function of 9 which decreases steadily as 9 varies from 0 to tt, we have [3, In view of the definition of the star function and the fact that \px decreases steadily from 0 to tt, (3.12) implies <P*(ß)<tt(ß), 0<ß<TT. (3.13) It is easily seen that (3.13) remains true for ß = 0 and ß = tt; thus, applying Lemma 2.2 with g = <p, h = \¡/x and <î>(x) = (max(x, 0)/ we see that (3.8) is an immediate consequence of (3.13).
Proof of (3.9). The proof of (3.9) will be along the same lines as the proof of (3.8) but a little extra care is needed. Let E c [ -tt, tt] be a Lebesgue measurable set of measure 2/3 (0 < ß < tt). Put Et = £,(/•) = {9 EE: w(rei$) > 0}, E2 = E2(r) = {9 E E: w(re">) < 0}, and 2yS,(r) = |£,|, 2ß2(r) = \E2\. Thus 0,(r) + ß2(r) = ß for all r.
Again from (3.7) we have ± fE M0)¡ äS -Jta -jl_ -JL /J»,(V»)| * (3,4)
Now we write fE\w(rew)\ d9 = jEw(reie) d9 -fEw(rei9) d9 and follow the same steps that led to (3.11) . At one point we need to use the fact that h LrXog i - •'o It is our intention to set r = rn, but before doing so we select (if necessary) subsequences and assume that ßx(rn) -> /?" ß2(rn) -» ß2. We shall also assume that ßx > 0, ß2 > 0, so that for large n, 0 < ßx(rn) < tt, 0 < ß2(r") < tt and of course, /?,(/•") + ß2(rn) = ß. Now in (3.15) putting r = r" and taking account of (3.14) and properties of proximate orders we are led to the following inequality: ¿ fW(9)\ d9^i^U^i m^. From (4.3) follows easily that rq = o(ms(r, w)), rq = o(ms(r, w+)) (1 < s < oo, r -> oo) (4.4) and (4.4) together with some standard computations implies that we may assume, in the proof of Theorem 2, that am = 0 for 1 < m < q. From now on we make this assumption. Let a be any real number satisfying X < a < q + 1. Then a simple integration by parts of (4.1) The continuity of g (9) ensures that ^(0) = ^(a; g) is holomorphic in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of X. All the other conditions of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and so lim sup j^-r ■ JL £ *(/**)*(*) d»> *(\). ,H>?+i fn2-X2
This completes the proof of (1.9).
Remarks.
(1) Let « be subharmonic of nonintegral order X with its Riesz mass distributed regularly along the negative x-axis, i.e., N(r)~rxL(r) for some slowly varying function L. It can be shown [1] then, that the Fourier coefficients {cm(r)} of u satisfy This establishes the sharpness of Theorems 1, 2 and 3.
(2) We wish to note the work of Hayman [15] for the case s -1 and dimensions m > 2, as well as Gariepy and Lewis [16] for space analogues of some theorems on meromorphic functions.
